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Presentation testimonials 

What our clients say; 

Carolyn a special "Shout Out" to say Thank you - your presentation at our Hire for Baby 

Conference was awesome and beyond our expectations... We all got it I as the franchisor and 

the franchisees - we are all about "above the line" communication and this was a commitment 

that we made to each other... If you are having a conference with your franchisees, I definitely 

would recommend that you have Carolyn participate. We have already got a return on our 

investment. 

Marianna Barba | CEO Hire for Baby 

"I love watching Carolyn Dufton present she is the epitome of professionalism. Her 

presentations are inspirational and at the same time humorous keeping the audience engaged 

and hanging onto every word. Her style is both gracious and humble, if you are looking for a 

presenter that can deliver to your audience then Carolyn is your go to person. " 

Sue Henry | http://www.suehenry.biz/ 

Carolyn what an inspiring story you share in your presentation. A story of vision, tenacity, 

beating the odds and above all, integrity and true caring. You make it all seem so doable, IF you 

go in with your eyes wide open, and know what questions to ask. You've made franchising a 

definite possibility for me now when I always assumed my business wasn't big enough before. 

Thank you. 

Janet Beckers | Wonderful Web Women 

As part of our collaboration I have also been present at many of Carolyn’s Franchising 

information sessions. Carolyn is a natural presenter she delivers value packed information 

sessions in Plain English which enables the attendees to clearly understand the important 

information provided. Central Coast BEC have ourselves engaged Carolyn as a keynote 

speaker at business workshops and funded programs the comments from the audience are 

always to the highest standard. 

As the manager of Central Coast BEC it is a privilege to provide this testimonial. 

Debbie Carroll | Central Coast Business Enterprise Centre (CCBEC) 

http://www.suehenry.biz/
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I have attended a number of talks presented by Carolyn Dufton and can say that she is an 

engaging speaker and so willing to share with others her knowledge and expertise. 

As a result of witnessing her presentations, together with speaking with business owners who 

have engaged her services, we have engaged Carolyn’s team to assist with the growth of our 

business. 

If your company or organisation is requiring someone to speak with or inspire your team 

members I can highly recommend Carolyn as she is engaging, adaptable to her audience, 

speaks from experience with confidence and conviction and is committed to others’ growth and 

development. 

Catherine McNally | Focus Education 

 


